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Local Businesses on Google Maps – A Case Study

[1]

[2]

Local businesses are the primary providers of locally consumed products and services. Nearly all
consumers look online for such products and services and increasingly we look for these things
when we are on the go, i.e., we search locally using our smartphones. However, many small
businesses do not have any web presence at all, or if they do, it is incomplete and/or inaccurate.

Get Your Business Online (GYBO)[3], which is a USA only program, allows businesses to fully and
accurately get online but there is a gap between GYBO (or Google) and these businesses, i.e., certain
expertise and experience is required to effectively use Google My Business (GMB) to reap the
benefits of being found in local searches.

Projects like Putting Eagle, CO on the Google Map
[4] (and Google Plus Consultants like this project’s

team members, or entities like Plus Your Business[5]) bridge this gap!

Increasingly, we look for things when we are on the go – we search locally using our

smartphones, to find products or services of interest right where we are !

The primary objective of this case study was to put a small but representative group of businesses

Vincent Brown
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in a rural town onto Google Maps. The purpose was to document the process and sequence.  The
targeted outcome was a replicable model, to be advanced and improved upon by others attempting
a similar objective.

The secondary objective of this case study was to see if the campaign to “put a town on the map”
could be optimized by aligning the timing of the effort with a major event in the area.

The case study was launched on November 8, 2014, and the story, Town of Eagle, CO . . . on the

wings of Google Plus[6], took flight.

Small Town. International Event.

The study focused on Eagle, Colorado; a mountain town in the Vail Valley.  The Town of Eagle
covers 2.4 square miles.  It is home to about 6,500 full-time residents, which are served by 135
businesses.  Sixteen of those businesses participated in the case study. They included two
franchises, two health practitioners, four retail shops, four service providers and four restaurants.
 All but three of the businesses were chosen randomly.

In February 2015, Vail/Beaver Creek – located about 21 miles east of Eagle – hosted the 2015
World Alpine Ski Racing Championships.  The two-week event was the 2nd largest public
attraction in the history of Colorado. It attracted more than 100,000 fans and spectators.

Small Businesses On Google Maps

This case study was based on a three-step model introduced in Martin Shervington’s  How To

Put A Village On The Map[7].  To that model, we added one step, which comes at the beginning.
 Our revised model:

Audit
Localize
Optimize
Socialize

In addition to adding a step to the process, the case study team implemented each step and made
some important discoveries.  Those discoveries are included here, and will be explored further as
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this case study is applied to other similar initiatives.

Audit

Whether you are planning to put an entire town or a single local business on Google Maps, you’ll

want to get a lay of the land.

Using a number of search methods – including the Google

Plus Local feature
[8]

 – we did a high-level audit of the status

of Google Maps listings for the businesses in the Town of

Eagle. That told us which businesses had listings, and it gave

us indicators about how the listings were being used to

benefit the business.

On the custom map shown here (built using My Maps
[9]

) the

peach balloons are businesses with a claimed and verified

listing (i.e., localized); the lilac diamonds are unverified

listings; the red circles are businesses that don’t display on

Google Maps.

An audit like this shows how a business looks on Google

Maps
[10]

 and can demonstrate to town officials the

opportunities for increasing the digital visibility of their small businesses by simply optimizing

and utilizing Google Maps listings.

If you’re dealing with a single small business, the purpose of the initial audit is to determine if

there are duplicate or bogus listings.  At the very least, use a number of search methods – e.g.,

Google search on a computer, search Google Maps on a mobile device, incognito searches vs.

personal search – to see what pops up.  In addition to looking for duplicate and inaccurate listings,

you’ll want to check for proper pin placement on the map.  The best case scenario is that you’ll be

moving on to the next step, called localize, which involves establishing the listing, and/or

claiming and verifying the listing.

Localize
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Many businesses can be found on Google Maps, but the listing is often the result of Google’s

efforts to index and display publicly-available information.  The Google Maps listing you see

hasn’t necessarily been claimed and verified by the business owner. Establishing the listing if

necessary, and then claiming and verifying it are all part of the step we refer to as “localize.”

Three of the 16 businesses in the case study did not appear on Google Maps. Using Google My

Business
[11]

, we were able to set up those listings.

Six of the 16 businesses had not claimed their listings. You can tell a listing is unclaimed if you see

“Are you the business owner?” at the bottom of the knowledge panel on a Google search results

page.  Claiming the listing is a simple matter of clicking through and, with authorization from the

business owner, agreeing to the Terms of Service. Verifying the listing requires the involvement of

the business owner. It can be done by postcard; sometimes by phone.

As part of the case study, we needed to help all but four businesses with the verification process.

We experienced several challenges that must certainly frustrate business owners, and probably

prevent them from completing the verification process themselves. Issues they may encounter:

Someone has already claimed their listing.

If they are not eligible for phone verification their option is postcard from Google, but it never

arrived.

They only receive mail at a P.O. Box, which isn’t accommodated by the Google verification

process.

While inconvenient, each of these scenarios can be addressed by contacting Google support.  Our

experiences with Google support were good. If we submitted a request for a call from them during

their regular working hours, their response was usually very prompt. The length of time it took to

resolve the issue varied, as did the number of calls and follow-up e-mails that were required. But,

if you are comfortable with technology and have a little patience, you can get it done!
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Once a Google Maps listing is claimed and verified by the business owner, the automatically-
generated Google Plus page

is available to the owner. From this page, also referred to as Google My Business (GMB), a business
owner or designated “manager” can access a dashboard using either their PC or mobile device.

 The dashboard serves several purposes, and is where analytics – or Insights – can be viewed[12].
While the information is relatively basic, the metrics for views, clicks, driving directions requests
and phone calls can be useful for measuring the effectiveness of your Google Maps listing.

Optimize

It is through the GMB dashboard where the Google listing is optimized, increasing the chances for
more visibility and reach.

It should be noted that there is no indication that an optimized listing has any effect on rankings.
 Neither should completing this step be misconstrued as “owning” the listing.  An optimized
listing simply gives the business owner more control of the content that is displayed. Content that
can be managed includes:

Business description
Hours of operation
Adding and approving photos and videos

One reason for optimizing a listing is to make it more searchable and findable. If you know your
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customers, you know what they’re looking for. A well-written business description[13] will answer
the question, “How can I help you?” A welcoming and engaging description, written in normal
everyday language will be search-engine friendly.

Displaying current hours of operation is easy to do from the GMB dashboard of a verified listing.
This is especially important for seasonal businesses, businesses that close on certain holidays and
businesses that adjust their hours frequently.

Adding photos to the Google Maps listing is a great way to attract views.  This is easily done from a
mobile device as well as from the GMB dashboard. Even customers can upload photos to your
Google Maps listing. All photos are reviewed and approved by Google, and not all photos from
customers are displayed. During the case study one business owner discovered a photo of his
hotel, taken by a customer when the hotel had a different name. We worked with Google support
to have the photo removed.

From business to business, we discovered myriad challenges and questions related to street views.
 A street view is a photo that is, in most cases, produced by Google.  For all of the businesses in the
case study, the street view is inaccurate or outdated. Our preliminary research suggests that the
only way a business can correct the street view is by hiring a certified Google photographer to
create a virtual tour; aka a business view. This process can be initiated from the GMB dashboard,
by clicking the “Add virtual tour” link and requesting a quote, or by going to the business view

site[14] and contacting a Trusted Photographer or Agency.

Although Google does not accept user contributions for street views, a business can include their

own photo spheres[15] of their location through Google Views. Note that Google still has to
approve such updates.

Socialize

Socializing can take many forms. Developing social relationships in the traditional sense is a long-
term process. Similarly, socializing online, i.e., businesses and pertinent individuals connecting and
engaging through relevant digital channels, happens over the course of time.

The relevant digital channels are websites and social media. After the business is on the Google
Map (i.e, has been localized and optimized) it can socialize through multiple engagement outlets :
a) reviews on their local Google Plus page, or Map listing and b) their website, and c) Google+.
Note that businesses can socialize through any of their other social media channels.

One of the most obvious and direct ways to engage with customers is through reviews. So, the case
study team explored ideas for enhancing the value of Google reviews, using Google’s guidelines for

reviews[16].  The main purpose of Google reviews is undoubtedly for the benefit of the consumer;
people can read what other people think about the business. But there are benefits to the business
as well. For example, a star rating will be displayed for businesses that have five or more reviews.
(This, of course, may not be a good thing if the business only has 1- or 2-star reviews on the 5-star
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scale.) There is also the psychological factor of seeing a listing that has a lot of reviews; a searcher
has a higher probability of noticing, clicking through, and contacting a business with a lot
of reviews.

In our case, a “customer/business-owner review based interaction” was not possible because of
two key factors : 1) businesses were not involved, and 2) only one member of the team was “local,”
i.e., two hours away, the remaining team was spread across the globe. Also, the broader subject of

 businesses managing reviews[17] is an undertaking that was impractical for our
project. Consequently, reviews as a socialization effort, was not included in the case study.

However, the team did perform some research (e.g., using QR codes[18], third-party software, and
on-site campaigns) that can be useful, with further development, for future scenarios.

The project’s socialization effort (lasting 3 months – Nov 19, 2014 to Feb 15, 2015) was primarily

on the Google Plus digital channel[19], and to a limited extent on Twitter, Facebook, and
Instagram.

On Google Plus, each of the team members published relevant posts (about 3 themes: Eagle, Eagle

Businesses, and Vail2015) from their personal profiles, tagging the local businesses[20] in the

study, as appropriate, and using two hashtags[21] designated for the project.

[22]

[23]
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The other key part of the socialization involved creating a Google Plus brand page for the

project
[24]

. This page served as the home base for the socialization work, e.g., consolidated all

relevant content created by the team, authored additional content as the page, etc. In a “real life”

setting this page would likely be the town’s (or neighborhood’s) G+ page – potentially serving as

the socialization hub.

[25]

[26]

To undertake an efficient and easeful socialization effort, businesses need to create a Circle

strategy
[27]

 (on Google Plus) for their business’ local page (GMB). To demonstrate this concept, we

constructed an “Eagle Neighborhood” circle for each of the pages that were managed by a member

of this project team. Our theory:  an active digital neighborhood
[28]

 will increase the online

visibility of an entire town or city.

[29]
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[30]

While most of the businesses in the case study, and athletes competing in the international event,

were not active on Google Plus, many athletes had a strong presence on other social media

channels. We made connections with businesses and visitors on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and

had some success engaging with them there.

With more time and resources, the project would have made these external social media

connections well in advance of the event
[31]

; establishing a deeper connection with businesses,

athletes, tourists, and raising the profile of Eagle and the local businesses in the area.

Connecting EagleCO & Vail2015

An impetus for this case study was that Vail, Colorado (U.S.) had been named as the host for

the 2015 World Alpine Ski Championships – a prestigious honor.  Not far from Vail is a tiny

mountain town called Eagle, CO. It so happened that our team of Google professionals was looking

for just the right opportunity to introduce local businesses to Google Maps.  Making the town of

Eagle and its businesses more searchable and findable on Google Maps in preparation for the

arrival of 100,000+ visitors seemed like a solid strategy.

It was our intention to leverage the reach of the event’s already-established digital marker or

hashtag, #Vail2015, by appropriately associating our own hashtag, #EagleCO, in conversations

taking place online.  That was the crux of the Socialize aspect of this study. Although the 16 local
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businesses in the study had localized and optimized Google Maps listings, they stopped short of

learning how to use them
[32]

 (“You can lead a horse to water . . . “).

Further, to connect local businesses with an event, that is reaching its audience through digital

channels, the local businesses need to have at least a cursory understanding of social media.

And, to really leverage it, they need to be actively engaged in this “space.” In our case, they did

not. Consequently, the socialize effort was limited.

Even with this limitation, the team was able to establish reasonable online engagement
[33]

. A

demonstrable sign of success of this effort is the fact that leading up to the start of Vail2015 (Feb

2,1015), the #EagleCO hashtag was the top related hashtag (in Google Plus) for #Vail2015 (and

vice versa) and the project’s posts dominated the two hashtag streams. As a further evidence, even

as of the writing of this case study (April 2015), #EagleCO is hovering around the 3rd or 5th place

and is above Beaver Creek or Vail (the venues of Vail2015 !).

[34]

[35]

This resulting hashtag relationship suggests that Vail 2015 visitors would likely have been

curious about Eagle, CO thereby, potentially, bringing traffic or attention, and ultimately more

customers, to Eagle.

As the study progressed, hashtag activity was tracked
[36]

 using a tool called NOD3x, giving the

team a better understanding of how influencer marketing can be useful in a strategy for aligning a

local initiative with an international event.

Project Background and Evolution
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To fully appreciate and utilize this case study, it’s important to understand the background of the
project. The project was conceived as an informal experiment to learn more about “Google Local” – in

the context of Eagle, CO, i.e., by putting businesses in Eagle, CO on the Google Map. This experiment
emerged as part of the team’s participation in Plus Your Business Academy, Pathfinders-Level 3.

“Great to see a group of Plus Your Business Level 3 graduates working together as G+

consultants to take what they’ve learned out into the world. This is a great case study to show

what can happen when everyone works together to connect the dots.” Martin Shervington,

Founder, Plus Your Business Academy

As we delved into this experiment, it was clear, at the outset (and beyond), that many “normal”
tasks for such a project would not, or could not, be undertaken due to practical constraints like
time or geographical distance (only one member was located near Eagle, but not living there).
Throughout the project we had to make assumptions and simplifications to work around these
constraints in order to keep moving forward towards a reasonable completion.

The target audience for this case study is local businesses/authorities and “Google
Local” Consultants and is meant to serve as a guide when putting a town on the map. It is not
meant to be a step by step “how to.”

Some important facts:

No prior strategy was designed to establish and cultivate relevant key relationships, as would
be considered “normal.”
Eagle, CO had a slow internet resulting in the businesses’ lack of experience or interest in “web
based presence” (except for a handful)
Fundamentally, the project is a prototype resulting in a model that would need to be built upon
for further application in other contexts.
The EagleCo team was strictly voluntary in nature and part time – also, the team size varied
over the course of the project with members contributing to different degrees.
As to social media, the project was conceived in the context of Google Plus so that was the
primary focus.
There was no pre-defined PR strategy – it was all “organic PR” and primarily based on the

intrinsic sharings by the “larger” Google Plus Community[37].
The team used web-based collaborative tools : a private Google Plus Community (GPC), Google
Drive, and Hangouts On Air.
The digital media and pertinent Google services “landscape” is ever-changing, e.g., the recent
GYBO initiative : “Let’s Put Our Cities on the Map”

The case study confirmed the need for certain upfront, and ongoing, actions, i.e., strategic
lessons learned:

Establish early relationships with the “tie-in” event leadership entities, in this case Vail2015
leadership, e.g., Vail Valley Foundation, Vail2015 Sponsors – this would have allowed more
opportunities for Eagle to leverage Vail2015.
Establish relationship with Eagle leadership, i.e., Eagle Town Mayor, local chamber of
commerce – this would have allowed more businesses to “buy in”.
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Leverage state-level economic resources such as Colorado Department of Economic
Development – this would have rendered broader authority and provided potential funding to
ultimately demonstrate development of local economy.
A comprehensive digital audit to identify all aspects of the businesses’ digital footprint :
website, all social media properties, and how the business is listed across all digital directories
– this would have allowed more focused and comprehensive “localizations”.
Participation of local businesses, e.g., the Eagle Merchants – this would have allowed actual,
and deeper, implementation while also training the businesses and demonstrating the benefits.
PR for such a program needs to be intentionally designed and implemented – this allows
further breadth and depth to the socialization effort.
Significant proportion, but not all of the implementation team must be local to the town of
interest – this would have dissolved various obstacles allowing more, and timely, progress.
Collaborative tools must be used, as demonstrated in this project – this allows the core local
team to be supported by a larger worldwide team thus ensuring requisite expertise to be
brought to bear as needed.
All social media channels need to be utilized in the socialization stage – this allows
maximal leveraging of the power of social media.
Imperative to leverage the ongoing evolution in digital media and Google services.

Case Study demonstrated that getting on the map is not always easy for a business, but still
doable with some external help … and after doing so, socialization can help establish a strong
connection between an international event (if pertinent) and the neighboring town{focus of “on
the map”} … increasing the likelihood of more traffic, and ultimately more customers to the
town’s businesses!

Ongoing Developments and Insights

This case study has revealed that there are many opportunities for developing and refining the

processes used to put local businesses on Google Maps.  There is also much to explore[38]

regarding the potential benefit of aligning a whole town’s digital strategy with that of a major
event in their area.  So, it stands to reason that this case study would be a living document.

As team members reflect on their experience and write their individual “epilogue” and as other
consultants consume this content and build upon it, they will be invited to add their links here.
 Also, as the landscape changes – whether due to new clients’ needs or new developments
in Google Local/Google My Business, we will post links to updated information below:

Now that you have a correct GMB listing, what do you do next[39]?

Google has a Get Your Business Online (GYBO) program that recently launched a Let’s Put Our

Cities on the Map initiative. What is that[40]? And, how does that relate to this project[41]?

How to create a custom ‘Google Map’[42]
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1. http://www.3ddebi.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/1040xEagle-On-The-Google-Map.jpg

2. http://www.3ddebi.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/1040xEagle-On-The-Google-Map.jpg

3. https://www.gybo.com/co/eagle/faq

4. https://plus.google.com/u/0/116892521277251383087/posts/1bZWd66euY9

5. http://www.plusyourbusiness.com/

6. https://plus.google.com/u/0/+CherieManifest/posts/AHtY488ymLx

7. http://www.plusyourbusiness.com/neighborhood-case-study/

8. https://plus.google.com/116892521277251383087/posts/LGkTfihGXhK

9. https://www.google.com/maps/d/

10. http://www.3ddebi.com/2015/how-you-look-on-google-maps/

11. https://www.google.com/business/

12. http://www.timothyjsweeney.net/capturing-google-my-business-benchmarks/

13. https://plus.google.com/u/0/+PeterLunn/posts/LNFAXiXHed8

14. https://www.google.com/maps/about/partners/businessview/get-started/

Small Towns and Big Events[43]

Google Synergy Plus[44]
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